
JADE Gouda
Price: £2,300.00  Sales tax is included in this price.

Sire: UKBAS13481 - Valley Alpacas The Diplomat
Dam: UKBAS28220 - Furze Park Vixen
Type: Female
Breed Type: Huacaya
Colour: White (Solid Colour)
Registered With: BAS - UKBAS43242
Date of Birth: 1st July 2019

JADE Gouda

White (Solid Colour) - Huacaya

UKBAS13481 - Valley Alpacas The Diplomat

(White (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

UKBAS28220 - Furze Park Vixen

(White (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

UKBAS07187 - EP Cambridge Samson (Imp)

UKBAS05837 - EP Cambridge Aria

UKBAS11343 - Furze Park Peruvian Telstar

UKBAS08796 - Thistle of Furze Park (Imp)

IAR/63163 - EP Cambridge Peruvian

Spartacus (Aust

IAR/50895 - Jolimont Amatea (Aust.)

IAR/63185 - EP Cambridge Peruvian

Caesar (Aust.)

UKBAS05813 - EP Cambridge Alvedora

(Import)

UKBAS08938 - EPC Imposing of Furze

Park (Imp)

UKBAS01979 - Aurora of Wessex (Import)

Description: 

Introducing Gouda (JAD1901), a remarkable alpaca with an enticing blend of qualities that are sure to captivate you. At
just 4 years old, Gouda showcases exceptional characteristics that make her a standout in the alpaca world.

Gouda's compact and energetic nature adds to her charm. She exudes a playful energy that is contagious, bringing a
lively spirit to your alpaca endeavors. Coupled with her friendly disposition, Gouda is a joy to be around and a delightful
companion.

Beyond her endearing personality, Gouda boasts excellent genetics that contribute to her remarkable traits. Her lineage
speaks of careful breeding and selection, ensuring the inheritance of superior qualities. Her bright and dense fleece is a
testament to these exceptional genetics. Each fiber shines with brightness, while the remarkable density adds an
element of opulence. The crimp in her fleece is simply exquisite, enhancing the overall beauty and character of her coat.

If you're seeking an alpaca with outstanding genetics and a vibrant personality, Gouda is the perfect choice. Her
compact stature, energetic nature, and high-quality fleece make her a valuable addition to any breeding program or fiber
endeavor.

Don't miss the opportunity to welcome Gouda into your alpaca family. Contact us today to secure this remarkable female
and unlock the potential she holds. With Gouda by your side, your herd will flourish with exceptional genetics, a lively
spirit, and a fleece that shines bright.
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